Telemetry for Arcade-Like Games: Model and Tool
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Abstract—As the game development gets more approachable, more individuals try to breakthrough in the independent scene, which is why launching a game with quality is essential to stand out in the market. However, without the budget to invest in complex tools or large teams, it’s not always simple to achieve a high level quality. This paper propose a model and an open source Unity extensions tool to aid developers in gathering and visualizing gameplay data to analyze player behavior, and with this information assert their design decisions, making the necessary tweaking to improve player experience.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With low financial resources, independent game developers, known as indies, are betting on innovation to stand out in the saturated gaming market, even competing with AAA titles. However, in the quality aspect, unlike big companies that have dedicated testing teams and budget to invest in complex analytic tools, indies need to resort to other ways of ensuring the quality of their products. For example, the “early access” strategy, when customers can buy an unfinished alpha version of the game, is one method to expose the product to players and obtain feedback faster and at the same time get paid during the development period. This way the developers can fund their products while ensuring its quality for the target audience.

This feedback can be acquired unobtrusively, by analyzing player behavior in-game and comparing it with the design intentions behind the game level. Kohwalter et al. [1] proposed a framework for provenance in games, inspired by the Open Provenance Model [2], to analyze the outcome of serious games.

This work defines a lean model for mapping game events into specific concepts of provenance. This model is used to implement an open source Unity extension that gathers data, through telemetry, and generate a visualization simple to interpret.

This visualization will aid independent developers in detecting and solving design flaws, to help them launch a quality product to stand out in the market and please their audience, without the need of a high budget or big QA teams.

The text is structured as follows: first it will delve into the required background knowledge [II] to clarify the approach taken, then it will propose a model [III] and briefly describe the implementation [IV], to finally show the application in an actual game [V] and state the conclusion [VI].

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

A. Quality in Video Games

There are academic and technical works about game quality. Those works often use different terms to refers to the same concept, but there are efforts to systematize quality concepts related to games. One can see an example in the systematic mapping [3] that relates quality concepts from the ISO 25010 [4] standard to those presented in works on quality of serious games.

Fullerton [5], for example, defined five factors that should be taken into account to ensure quality for a game. So, a game should be: internally complete, functional, balanced, accessible, and fun. Balance, accessibility and fun are related to Quality in Use. One should also remember that Quality in Use depends “not only on the software or computer system, but also on the particular context in which the product is being used” [6]. That rationale, including the context to understand quality, is present in other works in this area.

In this sense, Brunnström et al. set a series of concepts related to the quality of experience (QoE) [7].

Important to note that, in this paper, we assume that games per se are systems, as stated in [8] and [9]. So, we are interested in the quality of games and not only in the quality of software. Hence, gather information about a game execution in its full context is crucial to improve the analysis of its quality.
B. Telemetry

Telemetry is a process to gather measures and data remotely.

From companies with thousands of employees [10] to solo developers [11], game developers have been using telemetry to help the development of their designs. There are different telemetry tools in the market to help them, which offer many options, mostly paid or with premium features, such as: Telemetry\(^1\) (from RAD Game Tools), Unity Analytics\(^2\), and Unity Heatmaps\(^3\).

C. Provenance

The term provenance refers to a kind of metadata that captures information about how a product was produced in a workflow context [12]. Therefore, data provenance explains how the data object of analysis was obtained, allowing verification and auditing as well as the re-acquisition or re-computation of the data if some error occurs in a previous step [13].

The Open Provenance Model [2] propose a causality graph that is composed of three types of nodes: Artifacts, Processes and Agents [1]. Artifacts perform or cause Processes, creating new artifacts. An Agents is a “contextual entity acting as a catalyst to the processes, enabling, facilitating, controlling or affecting their execution” [2]. The model uses a graph representation, and its notation can be seen in Figure 1.

\[ \text{Figure 1. The OPM Model nodes and relationships [2]} \]

D. Provenance in Games

Kohwalter et al. [1] defined a framework able to register data during game sessions. The intent was to register the behavior of the players while playing a serious game, to later allow for the discussion of how their decisions and actions affected the final result, what were their mistakes and what they got right, to help the learning process. With this goal, they adapted the Open Provenance Model to the video game context.

Later on, Kohwalter et al., following their previous work, also developed a framework, PinG [14], to track actions and events with focus in cause-and-effect relationship, being able to plot the events in a static top-down image, generated from the a game level map.

III. Model

The objective of the proposed model is to be able to map every situation of interest that happens during the play-through of a game session into one of some specified events. In this model, events are observable facts that happen involving one or more entities.

A. Entities

There are the two types of entities: Agents and Objects. Agents are entities provided with intelligence, whether it is a player or NPC, i.e. any entity that can make decisions, or have a will on its own.

Objects are tools that take no decisions, which are manipulated by the agents. Some example of entities that can be mapped as objects in this model are: a sword in a adventure game, or a horse in an exploration game.

B. Events

Every observable situation that happens in the game will be mapped into one of the following category of events: Single Event, Chain Event and Tracking Event. Each one of them has its particular characteristics and usage.

1) Single Event: Single Events represent instant changes in the state of the game made by an agent. Each interaction of an agent with objects that yields an immediate consequence, is a candidate for a Single Event. Figure 2a shows a view of a hypothetical game’s map to depict the usage of single events. Each number represents a Single Event. Event 1, in the figure, could represent a character harvesting berries from a bush.

2) Chain Event: Chain Events also represent changes in the state of the game, but depicting two different events happening at different times: one depicting the cause and one the consequence of the actions taken by an agent. Thus expressing how the agent action affect the course of the game. Figure 2b shows a view of some hypothetical game’s map to depict the usage of chain events, like a hunter, from the one side of the river, shooting it’s prey, on the other side, with arrows.
3) Tracking Event: The purpose of the Tracking Event is to represent an event that has a small consequence in the final outcome of the game in the player’s point of view. This type of event is used to keep track of an agent’s position or an object of interest, e.g. Figure 2c shows an example where the avatar position is continuously registered while it moves, registering the chosen route.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed model was implemented as a Unity tool.

The core of the project was to implement the event node. To be instantiated, an event needs a type (Single, Tracking or Chain), a name (to be identified in the inspector), a position, an optional linked event, and optional custom information of the developer’s interest.

The developers must code the event triggers. These triggered events will be stored in a chosen database, to be later retrieved and rendered in the 3D interface of Unity.

V. CASE STUDY: HERATOOTH

Heratoth is a stealth game where the player takes control of an archaeologist exploring a tomb in search of an ancient relic. The player has to avoid the creatures that lie in the tomb, guarding the relic. Along the way, the player can find and read journals of other explorers that perished in the same quest, to learn the true story behind the relic. The game has two endings (a good and a bad one), depending on whether the player has found all the journals or not, before stumbling on the relic.

A. Events’ Use in the Game

The Tracking Event was used to track player position, which was triggered each second, so the player’s movement could be accurately analyzed. (Figure 3a)

Two in-game events were mapped into Single Events: the reading of a journal and the possession of the relic.

The reading of a journal is triggered when the player interacts with it, opening a UI that shows its contents. Since events can be customized with extra information, the time the player spent reading the journal was registered. (Figure 3b)

The other Single Event is registered when the player interacts with the relic, finally finishing the game. It also registers which of the two endings the player accomplished.

The event mapped as a Chain Event is when the player is spotted by one of the creatures in the tomb, losing the game. The event shows where the player and the create were at the moment of the sighting. With this event is possible to analyze the difficulty in the game, detecting parts of the level that players are struggling with.

B. Using Data to Improve

With these events mapped, and after collecting some data, it was possible to detect some points of improvement. Most of the players lost the game when going through one specific corridor, which was too long and had a creature patrolling it. The player could neither spot the enemy beforehand (because of the corridor length) nor outrun them (because of their speed), and there was no place to hide, so after entering the corridor the player was doomed. To solve this a room was added midway, so the player could get out of the enemy sight.

Another issue was that no one was finding all the journals, which means that no one reached the good ending of the game. The hypothesis was that no one was getting to the last journal because it was located beyond the relic, and every player went to the relic immediately after spotting it, without exploring the rest of the tomb. A possible solution to this problem was to show an indicator of the total amount of journals available to find and how many the player had already found, to incite the players to search for it.

VI. CONCLUSION

The telemetry process is very useful for developers to gather player’s data and measure the quality in their products and adjust it to provide the best experience for their users. Some companies use complex and expensive tools as a solution, but for small companies or solo developers, a simple (and cheap/free) solution is enough to vastly improve their games.

In this work we have created a model and an open source and easy to use Unity extension tool, a game engine...
widely used and known by independent developers. The tool generates an intuitive visualization in real-time in a Unity scene, allowing the user to accurately navigate even through complex 3D scenarios, analyzing the events registered during a play session to backtrack player’s actions. We believe that this interactive three-dimensional visualization, available in real-time, is an improvement to previous works that, on the other hand, provided static two-dimensional visualization.

Triggering three kinds of predefined events, it is possible to map every situation in a play-through, regardless of any technical or aesthetic decision the developers may have taken for their game. The simplicity of the model make it easy to understand and even be extended. The only constraint being to respect the game format, which should be “arcade like”: small independent maps that can be contained in one Unity Scene.

The tool can be found in this repository: https://github.com/allmonty/telemetry
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